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ClearVote reporting
The reporting capabilities of the ClearVote system cannot bematched by any legacy system.

More than 70 ballot-proofing reports complement the error-prevention functions of the ClearDesign
system to ensure correct and consistent ballot styles and ballot sets.

The diagnostic, archival, and analytical reporting available from the ClearCount tabulation system can
be generated throughout the canvass. They can also be configured beforehand and run as batch
jobs. HTML reports offer real-time access to election data and ballot images; PDF reports collect data
for archival. When the tabulation is completed, election data can be exported in XML format for
further analysis.
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Ballot reports

ClearDesign reports
The ClearDesign system provides 70+ ballot-proofing reports. These reports are presented as tables
whose columns include the values relevant to the type of report and its scope.

Ballot reports

Ballots Summary all of ballots in the election

Ballots with Candidates Lists, for each ballot style, the contests and candidates by
district and voter group.

Ballots with Cards Lists all ballots and their corresponding cards.

Ballots with Contests Lists the contests on each ballot by district.

Ballots with Splits Lists the precincts and splits in each ballot.

Ballot Groups Lists the number of splits, contests, and ballots for each ballot
group.

Ballot Groups with Ballots Lists the ballot, contest count, and voter group for each ballot
group in the election.

Ballot Groups with Contests Lists the contests in each ballot group in the election.

Ballot Groups with Splits Lists the precincts and splits in each ballot group in the election.

Ballot Group Styles Lists the number of ballot groups, splits, contests, and ballot
styles for each ballot group style in the election.

Ballot Group Styles with Ballot
Styles

Lists the ballot style, voter group, and number of contests
associated with each ballot group style in the election.

Ballot Group Styles with Contests Lists the contests for each district in each ballot group style.

Ballot Group Styles with Splits Lists the precincts and splits in each ballot group style in the
election.

Ballot Sets Lists the card template and layout style used by each ballot set
in the election, as well as its ballot styles count and whether it
uses separate ballots.

Ballot Sets with Ballot Styles Lists the ballot styles and their voter groups for each ballot set
in the election.

Ballot Styles Summary of each ballot style in the election.

Ballot Styles with Candidates Lists, for each ballot style, the contests and candidates by
district and voter group.

Ballot Styles with Card Styles Lists the card styles that roll up into each ballot style

Ballot Styles with Contests Lists the contests that appear in each ballot style, by district

Ballot Styles with Splits Lists the precincts and splits in each ballot style.
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ClearDesign reports

Layout Styles Summary of the available layout styles.

Layout Styles with Entity Styles Lists the values for each entity style as they are set in each
layout style.

Headers Summary of the headers used in the ballots.

Headers with Ballot Text Lists the text for each header in each language.

Headers with Cards Lists the headers that appear on each card

Headers with Card Styles List the headers for each card style

Headers with Entity Styles Lists the entity styles that control the formatting for each
header.

Card reports

Cards Summary of the cards in the election.

Cards with Candidates Lists the contests and candidates for each card.

Cards with Contests Lists the contests on each card, by district.

Cards with Splits Lists the precincts and splits in each card.

Card Styles Summary of each card style in the election.

Card Styles with Candidates Lists all candidates in each card style by district and contest.

Card Styles with Cards Lists the cards in each card style.

Card Styles with Contests Lists the contests in each card style, by district.

Card Styles with Splits Lists the precincts and splits in each card style.

Geography reports

Districts Lists the districts in the election

Districts with Contests Lists, for each district category in the election, each contest and
its associated voter group.lists, for each district category in the
election, each contest and its associated voter group.

Districts with Precincts Lists, for each district category in the election, each district and
its associated precincts.

Districts with Splits Lists, for each district category in the election, each district, its
associated precincts, and the precincts' associated splits.

District Categories Lists the district categories in the election.

District Categories with Districts Lists the districts in each district categories in the election.

Precincts Lists all precincts in the election.

Precincts with Ballots Lists the ballots for each precinct.

Precincts with Candidates Lists candidate information for each district and contest on a
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Election reports

precinct-by-precinct basis.

Precincts with Cards Lists the cards for each precinct.

Precincts with Contests Lists all of the contests in each precinct, by district.

Precincts with Districts
(Columnar)

Lists the districts in each precinct, by district category.

Precincts with Districts (Tabular) Lists the districts for each precinct in tabular format.

Precincts with Splits Lists the splits in each precinct.

Precincts with Voter Counts Lists the voter count by precinct

Splits Lists, for each precinct in the election, its splits and their
associated ballot groups.

Splits with Ballots Lists the ballot in use in each split, as well as the number of
contests it contains.

Splits with Candidates Lists candidate information for each district and contest in a
precinct on a per-split basis.

Splits with Cards Lists the cards for each split.

Splits with Contests Lists the contests in each split.

Splits with Districts (Columnar) Lists the district categories and districts for each split.

Splits with Districts (Tabular) Lists the districts for each split precinct in tabular format.

Splits with Languages Lists, by precinct, the languages for each split.

Splits with Voter Counts Lists the voter counts for each split.

Election reports

Candidates Summary of the candidates in the election.

Candidates with Ballot Text Lists the candidates and ballot text for each contest.

Contests Summary of the contests in the election

Contests with Ballots Lists the ballot text for each contest by district.

Contests with Ballot Styles Lists the contests in each ballot style.

Contests with Ballot Text Lists the ballot text for each contest by district.

Contests with Candidates Lists the candidates for each contest, by district.

Contests with Cards Lists the cards upon which each contest appears.

Contests with Card Styles Lists the card styles upon which each contest appears.

Contests with Entity Styles Lists any contest-specific formatting that has been applied
using entity styles.

Contests with Splits Lists the precincts and splits in each contest.

Voter Groups Lists the voter groups in the election.
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ClearDesign reports

Voter Groups with Ballot Styles Lists all ballot styles by name for each voter group in the
election.

Voter Groups with Ballot Text Lists the voter groups in the election with the identifying text
that appears on the ballot.

Voter Groups with Candidates Lists all candidates (including write-in) by contest for each voter
group in the election.

Voter Groups with Contests Lists all contests that occur in each voter group in the election,
by district.

Jurisdiction reports

Languages Lists the languages in the election.

Languages with Splits Lists the languages in the election by precinct and split.

Logs All log messages for this election, starting with election creation.
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Jurisdiction reports

Sample ballot-proofing reports
Ballots with Contests

Contests with candidates
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Sample ballot-proofing reports

Precincts with Ballots

Splits with Districts
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Dashboard

ClearCount reports
The ClearCount reporting system can extract election data throughout the canvass in three formats:

l HTML. Dynamic, real-time reports tailored for canvass operations. Clicking on the
totals takes you to the data it represents, which you can examine in more detail. A CSV
export is provided for most reports to facilitate deeper analysis.

l PDF. Election Night reporting to satisfy regulatory reporting requirements and for
archival purposes. The PDF reports can be configured before tabulation begins and run
as a batch jobs on the ScanServer at regular intervals. For each report, you can set the
scope , the geography, the level of detail, the sorting order of the data. You can also
filter this data by geography, counter group, contest, ScanStation, and box. Small
reports (<100 pages) finish in less than a minute; large reports (>700 pages) can take
several minutes.  These reports are fully searchable and are indexed with automatically
generated bookmarks for easy navigation.

l XML. The election data can be exported from the election database in XML format for
jurisdictions to develop regulatory and custom reports with industry-standard XSL
(extensible stylesheet language) . The schema is fully documented.

Dashboard
The Dashboard provides a current overview of the election data, ballot-scanning operations, visual
resolution of unreadable ballots, and ballot reconciliation. Clicking on any link provides more data.All
reports presented here are available from or configured on the Dashboard.
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ClearCount reports

Election data reports
ClearCount reports present election data with as much or as little details as is needed. The Dashboard
provides access to the other reports, and the links in each present more details.

Insofar as it is possible, each number on a tabular report is a link to the set of images used to
generate it.  These images provide the evidence that the numbers on the report are an accurate
interpretation of voter intent.

Election data reports
Dashboard Provides a current overview of the election data, ballot-scanning

operations, visual resolution of unreadable ballots, and ballot
reconciliation. Clicking any link provides more data.
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Election data reports

Election data reports
Ballot Images Provides access to all ballots in the election database for the selected

election.

Ballot Locator
Supports retrieval of ballot IDs by filtering images for the selected election.
This capability is useful when ballots are commingled.

Ballot Styles
Lists the number of ballots and precincts using each ballot style; includes a
link to a sample ballot of each style.

Box
Details about the contents of each ballot box. Includes the box ID;
number of ballots in the box; number and percentage of unreadable
ballots; scanner model and serial number; when ballot was scanned; rate
at which ballots in box were scanned, number of precinct with ballots in
the box.

Contest For each contest, the voting rule, number of choices, number of precincts
where contest appears, number of boxes containing the contest, number
of ballots cast, number of voted ballots, number of blank voted ballots,
number of over-voted ballots, percentage of over votes, winning margin
(number of votes), winning margin percentage, and winners. Data can be
filtered by Precinct and Counter Group.

Precinct A report of all precincts and ballots. It can be sorted by tabulation group,
contest, or scanned box.

Statement of
Ballots Cast

Provides a summary of ballots received, by precinct. Data includes the
number of ballots cast by voters in the precinct and the number of boxes
that store those scanned ballots.

Statement of
Ballots Cast with
Counter Groups

Provides the number of ballots cast for each counter group.

Statement of
Votes Cast

The number of votes cast for each contest. For each candidate, the
number of votes received; participating overvotes, undervotes, and votes
for others; and a link to Precinct, Counter Group, and Party Affiliation
subtotals. Data can be filtered by Precinct, Counter Group, Contest,
ScanStation, BoxID (batch).

Statement of
Votes Cast with
Counter Groups

Provides the number of ballots cast for each counter group.

Statement of
Votes Cast with
Parties

Provides election subtotals by party.

Statement of
Votes Cast with
Precincts

Provides election subtotals by precinct.
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ClearCount reports

Election data reports
Vote Visualization
Report

For a selected candidate/choice, sorts the oval images by confidence in
four sections: 1) Votes, 2) Overvotes with this Choice, 3) Undervoted
ballots without this choice and 4) Votes for Others.  The Visualization
report can be filtered by Precinct, Counter Group, Contest, ScanStation,
BoxID (batch).

Diagnostic reports
Diagnostic reports allow election officials to monitor the status and integrity of the canvass. These
dynamic reports link to the cards that contribute to them.

Diagnostic reports
Election
Activity Log

Includes every log entry between a start and end date. Each log entry
contains a timestamp (yyyy-mm-dd-hh-mm-ss), source of the log entry,
election, username, IP Address of requestor, explanatory message (e.g,
logins/logouts, reports executed, software diagnostic errors). Data can be
filtered by Start Date and End Date

Ballot
resolutions

A two-part report that lists resolved and unresolved ballots.

For each unresolved ballot, the report includes the ballot ID, the resolution
status, and the reasons it was unreadable.

For each resolved ballot, the report indicates the reason that human
judgment was needed, for example, the ballot was unreadable or an override
to software adjudication.

Distinct Causes
of Unreadable
Cards

A categorization of the causes of unreadable ballots. For each category: the
unreadable reason, the number of ballots in the category, and the number of
human-resolved ballots.

Ballot Locator A report used to assist in high-speed retrieval of physical ballots. The tracking
information assigned during scanning indicates the box the ballot is stored in
and the position within the box. This report can be especially useful during a
risk-limiting audit.

ScanStation Provides information about each scanner used in the election, including the
number of ballots it processed the duration of the scanning session, and the
effective scanning rate.

Auditing reports
The ClearCount system can generate all the data required to support an independent election audit.
These reports can be extracted from the ScanServer database in machine-readable formats (CSV or
XML).
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Auditing reports

Auditing reports
Ballot Inventory Report A CSV report that includes details about the ballot storage box and its

contents—the physical location of every ballot scanned; the
provenance of the box, including Box ID; number of ballots in the
box; number of unreadable ballots; Scan Station ID; scanner model,
scanner serial number, operator, start/stop time, scanning
performance, and number of precincts in the box.

Ballot MatchPoint
Discrepancies

Similar to the Comparison of Ballots Cast report, except that it in
clues only the voter groups that show a ballot matchpoint
discrepancy at the precinct level.

Comparison of Ballots Cast The number of ballots per precinct for both the primary voting
system and the audit result.

Comparison of Ballots Cast
with Counter Groups

Shows the number of votes per counter group for both the primary
voting system and the audit result.

Comparison of Votes Cast Compares the adjudications of the primary voting system to the
audit result

Comparison of Votes Cast
with Precincts

Compares the adjudiations of the primary votng system with the
auidt results by precinct. Users can select the precincts and counter
groups that are included in the report.

Detailed Results Export An XML file that closely follows the IEEE 1662 draft specification for
election results reporting. This file contains results reporting at the
finest level of disaggregation

Discrepancy Summary Provides the percentages of ballot and vote agreement and breaks
down the election's matchpoints.

Statement of Votes Cast A CSV file that for every contest, shows the number of cards cast and
for each candidate or choice the votes, over votes and under votes.

Statement of Ballots Cast
with Precincts

A CSV file that shows the number of cards cast in each precinct
(across all splits)

Precinct and Style Report A CSV file that shows the number of cards cast in each split precinct.

Single Ballot Cast Vote
Record

A zip file that contains the files necessary to perform an independent
Risk Limiting Audit of ClearCount’s results. CVR.CSV—Comma-
separated variable (CSV) file suitable for import into Excel. The report
contains one row for every ballot cast; columns include the unique
BallotID (which links back to the ballot image), PrecinctID,
BallotStyleID, BallotStatus, RemadeStatus and a column for each
candidate /choice. The cells for each candidate contain a 1 for a vote,
0 when not a vote, or a blank if the contest does not appear on this
ballot.

CONTESTS.CSV—Contains the ContestID, the ContestName, and
VoteRule.
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ClearCount reports

Auditing reports
CHOICES.CSV—ChoiceID, ContestID, ChoiceName

PRECINCTS.CSV – PrecinctID, BallotStyleID and PrecinctName

PARTIES.CSV—PartyID, PartyName

Vote MatchPoint
Discrepancies

Provides a detailed breakdown of each choice for which there are
discrepancies between the results of the primary voting system and
the audit result.

Election Activity Log A CSV file for an election that shows, by user and timestamp, every
action taken or report run.

Web Activity Log A CSV file for the system that shows all non-election specific activity.
This report is useful to detect failed log-in attempts.
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Auditing reports

Sample election reports

Box report
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Sample election reports

Contests report
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Auditing reports

ClearCast reports
The P1000 precinct scanner generates two reports:

l The zero report when the polls open

l The results report when the polls close

When the results are imported into ClearCount for central reporting, they are included on all election
reports.
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